DIRECTIONS
Choose the letter that best answers the question.

1. What is a fermata?
   - A A music sign that means to hold
   - B A music sign that means to speed up
   - C A music sign that means to change notes
   - D A music sign that means to repeat

2. What is the BEST definition of staccato?
   - A Short and disconnected
   - B Long and disconnected
   - C Quiet and disconnected
   - D Loud and disconnected

3. What tempo is this song?
   *This question uses an audio example. The teacher will trigger the audio example from the screen.
   - A Molto Largo
   - B Moderato
   - C Andante
   - D Prestissimo

4. A trumpet and a flute have the same timbre.
   - A True
   - B False

5. What does “legato” mean?
   - A Short and detached
   - B Loud and accented
   - C Fast and furious
   - D Smooth and connected